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(54) METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A ROPE TERMINAL EQUIPMENT, METHOD FOR 
MANUFACTURING A ROPE TERMINAL ARRANGEMENT AND ELEVATOR

(57) The invention relates to a method for manufac-
turing a rope terminal equipment of a hoisting device,
comprising extruding (100) a profile bar (1;11a,11b;21);
and cutting (200) a wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) from the extruded profile bar
(1;11a,11b;21) ; and providing (300) a rope terminal
frame (F) comprising a tapering nest (N) suitable for ac-

commodating an end (E) of a rope (R) and said wedge
shaped piece (2;12a,12b;22a,22b). The invention also
relates to a method for manufacturing a rope terminal
arrangement (A) of a hoisting device and to an elevator,
which implement said method for manufacturing a rope
terminal equipment.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to a method for manufac-
turing a rope terminal equipment of a hoisting device, to
a method for manufacturing a rope terminal arrangement
of a hoisting device, and to an elevator. Said hoisting
device is preferably an elevator for vertically transporting
passengers and/or goods.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In elevators, one or more ropes are used as the
means by which the load to be hoisted is suspended.
Each rope end needs to be fixed to a fixing base, which
is typically either the load to be lifted or a stationary struc-
ture, depending on the type of suspension chosen for the
elevator. The rope ends can be fixed directly to the load,
such as the car or counterweight, which is the case when
these are to be suspended with 1:1 ratio. Alternatively,
the rope ends can be fixed to a stationary structure of
the building, which is the case when the car and coun-
terweight are to be suspended with 2:1 ratio, for instance.
[0003] Ropes of an elevator ropes are normally either
belt-shaped or round in cross section. Each elevator rope
typically includes one or more load bearing members that
are elongated in the longitudinal direction of the rope,
each forming a structure that continues unbroken
throughout the length of the rope. Load bearing members
are the members of the rope which are able to bear to-
gether the load exerted on the rope in its longitudinal
direction. The load, such as a weight suspended by the
rope, causes tension on the load bearing member, which
tension can be transmitted by the load bearing member
in question all the way from one end of the rope to the
other end of the rope. Ropes may further comprise non-
bearing components, such as a coating, which cannot
transmit tension in the above described way. The coating
can be utilized for protection of the load bearing members
and/or facilitating contact with rope wheels and/or for po-
sitioning adjacent load bearing members relative to each
other, for example. Belt-shaped ropes may have only one
load bearing member, but often they include several of
said load bearing members positioned by the coating ad-
jacent each other in width direction of the rope.
[0004] In prior art, elevator ropes have been fixed to
the fixing base with a rope terminal arrangement. The
rope structure limits the way in which it can be engaged.
Uncoated ropes containing metallic load bearing mem-
bers can typically be fixed relatively freely without risk of
severe rope damage. Ropes that have load bearing
members made of brittle material and/or a coating, how-
ever, cannot be fixed as freely. Load bearing members
may be sensitive to bending, and the material of the coat-
ing and/or the material of the load bearing members can-
not withstand great local compression. Such rope termi-
nal arrangements have been proposed, for example in

US2014/0182975A1, wherein the rope end is com-
pressed in a gap delimited by a wedge shaped piece
(also referred to as a wedge member) on one or both
sides of the rope. The wedge member is movable in a
tapering nest of a rope terminal frame to wedge between
a wall of the tapering nest and an end of a rope placed
into the tapering nest to compress the end of the rope so
as to lock the end of the rope immovably into the nest
relative to the rope terminal frame. Reliability of this sort
of arrangement relies largely on the grip produced by the
compression between the rope surface and the compres-
sion member. The rope end should be firmly gripped such
that it is not able to slide out of the compression gap,
because this would mean that the suspension of the par-
ticular rope would be lost. Therefore, for facilitating safe-
ty, it is advantageous to ensure good grip.
[0005] In prior art, the wedge members have been
manufactured by providing a block and machining the
desired final shape therefrom. Nowadays, the whole
wedge member is machined, including the uneven sur-
face pattern, such as knurling, if this is to be utilized.
Machining is laborious, often difficult and for these rea-
sons expensive.
[0006] Machining process in practice also limits the ex-
act shape of the surface pattern. For example, currently
there are limitations in the maximum number of "grooves"
vs. the depth of one groove. Having a deep groove would
have advantageous effect on the terminal holding capa-
bility especially in high temperature, but this is not pos-
sible with the current manufacturing method.
[0007] In prior art, the wedge members have been
made from steel. With this material, the friction is rela-
tively high, and there are some risks of corrosion and the
compression member getting stuck to the frame accom-
modating the wedge member, if no additional measures
to avoid these challenges are taken.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The object of the invention is to introduce an
improved method for manufacturing a rope terminal
equipment of a hoisting device, an improved method for
manufacturing a rope terminal arrangement of a hoisting
device, and an improved elevator. The object of the in-
vention is particularly to eliminate one or more of the
drawbacks of prior art discussed above and/or to solve
problems discussed or implied elsewhere in the descrip-
tion. An object is particularly to introduce a solution by
which wedge shaped pieces of a rope terminal equipment
of a hoisting device are manufactured simply and cost-
effectively. Embodiments are presented, inter alia, where
wedge shaped pieces of a rope terminal equipment of a
hoisting device can be provided with an uneven surface
pattern simply and cost-effectively. Embodiments are
presented, inter alia, where the wedge shaped pieces of
a rope terminal equipment of a hoisting device can be
provided simply and cost-effectively with relatively good
corrosion resistance and friction properties.
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[0009] It is brought forward a new method for manu-
facturing a rope terminal equipment of a hoisting device,
comprising extruding a profile bar; and cutting a wedge
shaped piece from the extruded profile bar, in particular
for forming a wedge shaped compression member to be
wedged to compress an end of a rope; and providing a
rope terminal frame comprising a tapering nest suitable
for accommodating an end of a rope and said wedge
shaped piece. With this solution one or more of the above
mentioned objects are achieved. Preferable further de-
tails are introduced in the following, which further details
can be combined with the device individually or in any
combination.
[0010] In a preferred embodiment, the method further
comprises mounting the wedge shaped piece in the ta-
pering nest of the rope terminal frame, in particular such
that it is movable in the tapering nest to wedge between
a wall of the tapering nest and an end of a rope placed
into the tapering nest to compress the end of the rope so
as to lock the end of the rope immovably into the nest
relative to the rope terminal frame.
[0011] In a preferred embodiment, in said extruding
the profile bar is extruded of metal material, such as of
aluminum or aluminum alloy.
[0012] In a preferred embodiment, in said extruding
the profile bar is extruded of aluminum or aluminum alloy.
[0013] In a preferred embodiment, the wedge shaped
piece comprises on opposite sides a first wedge face and
a second wedge face which are planar and at an acute
angle (alfa) relative to each other. The first wedge face
of the wedge shaped piece is preferably a face for being
placed against a rope and the second wedge face is a
face for being placed against an inner wall of the tapered
nest to slide against it for enabling wedging.
[0014] In a preferred embodiment, at least one wedge
face of the wedge shaped piece is provided with an un-
even surface pattern.
[0015] In a preferred embodiment, said profile bar com-
prises one or more planar lateral faces i.e. a faces that
face in transverse direction of the profile bar.
[0016] In a preferred embodiment, the wedge shaped
piece is cut from the extruded profile bar such that at
least one wedge face of the wedge shaped piece is a
section of a planar lateral face of the profile bar. Thus,
the wedge shaped piece can be manufactured without
extensive amount of cutting. Thus, it is also made pos-
sible that the profile bar can be shaped in the extrusion
stage such that the section(s) of the planar lateral face(s)
of the profile bar are advantageously shaped for forming
a wedge face. For example, by extrusion it is simple to
manufacture a planar lateral face with an uneven surface
pattern, e.g. comprising elongated ridges and valleys be-
tween the ridges for facilitating engagement with a rope
and/or a planar lateral face which is smooth for facilitating
unobstructed sliding.
[0017] In a preferred embodiment, said at least one
lateral face of the profile bar is provided with an uneven
surface pattern.

[0018] In a preferred embodiment, said uneven sur-
face pattern comprises elongated ridges and valleys be-
tween the ridges, which ridges and valleys extend in the
longitudinal direction of the extruded profile bar, wherein
the length direction is the extrusion direction.
[0019] In a preferred embodiment, said uneven sur-
face pattern is a toothing or a polyvee or a knurling -pat-
tern.
[0020] In a preferred embodiment, according to a first
kind, said profile bar has a wedge-shaped cross-section.
Preferably, in this embodiment in said cutting the wedge
shaped piece is cut from an end of the extruded profile
bar. Preferably, in this embodiment said profile bar has
a wedge-shaped cross-section, and in said cutting the
wedge shaped piece is cut from the extruded profile bar
along a plane that is at least substantially orthogonal rel-
ative to the longitudinal direction of the profile. Preferably,
in this embodiment said profile bar comprises on opposite
sides a first planar lateral face and a second planar lateral
face, facing in transverse direction of the profile bar,
which first planar lateral face and a second planar lateral
face of the profile bar are at an acute angle (alfa) relative
to each other. The angle is preferably less than 45 de-
grees, more preferably between 2 and 30 degrees, more
preferably between 2 and 20 degrees, most preferably
between 3 and 15 degrees
[0021] In a preferred embodiment, according to a sec-
ond kind, said profile bar, here referred to as the first
profile bar, has a wedge-shaped cross-section and the
method further comprises extruding a second profile bar
which second profile bar has a second wedge-shaped
cross-section, wherein said wedge-shaped cross-sec-
tions of the first and second profile bar are joinable to-
gether such that they together form a larger wedge-
shaped cross-section; and said cutting comprising cut-
ting a wedge shaped piece from each extruded profile
bar; and joining a wedge shaped piece from the first pro-
file bar with a wedge shaped piece from the second profile
bar such that they together form a larger wedge shaped
piece. The manufacturing of the wedge shaped pieces
is preferably more specifically as described in the pre-
ceding paragraph. In said mounting the wedge shaped
pieces are mounted in the tapering nest of the rope ter-
minal frame such that they are movable as one unit in
the tapering nest to wedge between a wall of the tapering
nest and an end of a rope placed into the tapering nest
to compress the end of the rope so as to lock the end of
the rope immovably into the nest relative to the rope ter-
minal frame.
[0022] In a preferred embodiment, according to a third
kind, in said cutting the extruded profile bar is cut in cross-
direction of the profile along a plane that extends diago-
nally relative to the longitudinal direction of the profile
bar, thereby splitting the extruded profile bar in two wedge
shaped pieces. Preferably, said profile bar comprises on
opposite sides a first lateral face and a second lateral
face, which are planar. Preferably, one or both of the
lateral faces has an uneven surface pattern, the uneven
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surface pattern preferably comprising elongated ridges
and valleys between the ridges, which ridges and valleys
extend in the longitudinal direction of the extruded profile
piece, wherein the length direction is the extrusion direc-
tion of the profile bar.
[0023] It is also brought forward a new method for man-
ufacturing a rope terminal arrangement of a hoisting de-
vice comprising manufacturing a rope terminal equip-
ment of a hoisting device as defined in any of the pre-
ceding claims; and mounting an end of a rope and said
wedge shaped piece into the tapering nest of the rope
terminal frame; and wedging the wedge shaped piece in
the tapering nest, particularly between a wall of the ta-
pering nest and the end of the rope, to compress the end
of the rope locking the end of the rope into the tapering
nest immovably relative to the rope terminal frame. With
this solution one or more of the above mentioned objects
are achieved. Preferable further details are introduced in
the following, which further details can be combined with
the device individually or in any combination.
[0024] In a preferred embodiment, in said mounting,
the end of a rope and said wedge shaped piece are
mounted into the tapering nest of the rope terminal frame
such that a wedge face of the wedge shaped piece is
placed against the end of the rope.
[0025] In a preferred embodiment, the wedge face
placed against the rope is planar. Thereby the end of the
rope compressed by the wedge face is not bent into a
curved form
[0026] In a preferred embodiment, the wedge face
placed against a rope has an uneven surface pattern,
such as a toothing or a polyvee or a knurling -pattern.
Thus, firmness of the engagement with the rope can be
facilitated.
[0027] In a preferred embodiment, the wedge face of
the wedge shaped piece placed against a rope is a sec-
tion of a lateral face of the profile bar.
[0028] In a preferred embodiment, the hoisting device
is an elevator.
[0029] In a preferred embodiment, the method com-
prises mounting the rope terminal frame on a fixing base.
[0030] In a preferred embodiment, the fixing base is
an elevator car-counterweight-or a stationary structure
of the building wherein the elevator is installed.
[0031] In a preferred embodiment, the rope is a sus-
pension rope of the elevator.
[0032] In a preferred embodiment, the rope is belt-
shaped.
[0033] In a preferred embodiment, the rope is coated.
[0034] In a preferred embodiment, the rope comprises
one or more elongated load bearing members embedded
in a coating forming the outer surface of the rope and
extending parallel with the longitudinal direction of the
rope unbroken throughout the length of the rope.
[0035] In a preferred embodiment, the load bearing
members are made of composite material comprising re-
inforcing fibers embedded in polymer matrix (m), said
reinforcing fibers preferably being carbon fibers.

[0036] In a preferred embodiment, the reinforcing fib-
ers are distributed at least substantially evenly in polymer
matrix m and bound to each other by the polymer matrix.
[0037] In a preferred embodiment, the width/thickness
ratio of the rope is more than two, preferably more than 4.
[0038] In a preferred embodiment, the reinforcing fib-
ers are not twisted together. Instead, it is preferable that
the reinforcing fibers of each load bearing member are
parallel with the longitudinal direction of the load bearing
member. Thereby the fibers are also parallel with the
longitudinal direction of the rope as each load bearing
member is oriented parallel with the longitudinal direction
of the rope. This facilitates further the longitudinal stiff-
ness of the rope.
[0039] In a preferred embodiment, the coating is made
of polymer material, such as polyurethane, rubber or sil-
icon.
[0040] In a preferred embodiment, the tapering nest
tapers towards an opening through which the rope can
pass. In the mounting an end of a rope and said wedge
shaped piece into the tapering nest of the rope terminal
frame, the rope end is arranged to pass through said
opening.
[0041] In a preferred embodiment, In said wedging the
wedge shaped piece and the rope end are wedged in the
wedge shaped space such that they are immovable rel-
ative to the wedge frame towards said opening.
[0042] It is also brought forward a new elevator, which
comprises a rope terminal arrangement obtained with a
method described anywhere above or later described in
the application, the rope terminal arrangement fixing an
end of a rope of the elevator to a fixing base. With this
solution one or more of the above mentioned objects are
achieved. Preferable further details are introduced in the
following, which further details can be combined with the
device individually or in any combination.
[0043] The elevator is preferably such that the car
thereof is arranged to serve two or more landings. The
elevator preferably controls movement of the car in re-
sponse to signals from user interfaces located at land-
ing(s) and/or inside the car so as to serve persons on the
landing(s) and/or inside the elevator car. Preferably, the
car has an interior space suitable for receiving a passen-
ger or passengers, and the car can be provided with a
door for forming a closed interior space.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0044] In the following, the present invention will be
described in more detail by way of example and with ref-
erence to the attached drawings, in which

Figure 1 illustrates steps of the method for manufac-
turing a rope terminal equipment of a hoisting device.
Figure 2 illustrates preferred details for steps of the
method, in accordance with a first embodiment.
Figures 3-4 illustrate preferred details of the method
for manufacturing a rope terminal equipment of a
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hoisting device, a rope terminal equipment of a hoist-
ing device and a rope terminal arrangement of a
hoisting device.
Figures 5-7 illustrate preferred details for steps of
the method, in accordance with a second embodi-
ment.
Figure 8 illustrates preferred details for steps of the
method, in accordance with a third embodiment.
Figure 9 illustrates a first embodiment of an elevator
implementing a rope terminal equipment of a hoisting
device and a rope terminal arrangement of a hoisting
device manufactured with the method according to
the invention.
Figure 10 illustrates a second embodiment of an el-
evator implementing a rope terminal equipment of a
hoisting device and a rope terminal arrangement of
a hoisting device manufactured with the method ac-
cording to the invention.
Figure 11 illustrates a preferred cross-section of the
rope.
Figures 12 and 13 illustrate preferred details of the
load bearing member of the rope.

[0045] The foregoing aspects, features and advantag-
es of the invention will be apparent from the drawings
and the detailed description related thereto.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0046] Figure 1 illustrates steps of a method for man-
ufacturing a rope terminal equipment of a hoisting device
in accordance to a preferred embodiment. The hoisting
device is preferably an elevator but might alternatively
be a crane or the like. The method comprises a step 100
wherein a profile bar is extruded, and a step 200 wherein
a wedge shaped piece is cut from the extruded profile
bar, which wedge shaped piece forms a wedge shaped
compression member to be wedged to compress an end
of a rope. The method further comprises a step 300
wherein a rope terminal frame comprising a tapering nest
suitable for accommodating an end of a rope and said
wedge shaped piece is provided. After this, the method
preferably further comprises a step 400, as illustrated,
wherein the wedge shaped piece is mounted in the ta-
pering nest of the rope terminal frame, in particular such
that it is movable in the tapering nest to wedge between
a wall of the tapering nest and an end of a rope placed
into the tapering nest to compress the end of the rope so
as to lock the end of the rope immovably into the nest
relative to the rope terminal frame.
[0047] Figure 2 illustrates preferred details for the
steps 100 and 200 of the above described method, in
accordance with a first embodiment. In this case, a profile
bar 1, illustrated in Figure 2 is extruded, and thereafter
a wedge shaped piece 2 is cut from the extruded profile
bar 1 for forming a wedge shaped compression member
of the rope terminal equipment to be wedged to compress
an end E of a rope R. The cutting line is presented in the

Figure. The extruded profile bar 1 has a cross-section
constant along the longitudinal direction of the extruded
profile bar, wherein the length direction l is the extrusion
direction. The profile bar 1 can have any length, but pref-
erably it is long enough that several wedge shaped pieces
2 can be cut therefrom. Thereby several wedge shaped
pieces 2 can be mass-produced from one profile bar 1.
[0048] In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 2, said
profile bar 1 has wedge-shaped cross-section, and in
said cutting the wedge shaped piece 2 is cut from an end
of the extruded profile bar 1. In said extruding 100, said
profile bar 1 is extruded to comprise on opposite sides a
first lateral face 3 and a second lateral face 4, i.e. faces
that face in transverse direction of the profile bar 1. The
first lateral face 3 and the second lateral face 4 are planar
and at an acute angle (alfa) relative to each other. In said
cutting 200, the wedge shaped piece 2 is cut from the
extruded profile bar 1 such that the wedge faces 3,4 of
the wedge shaped piece 2 are sections of planar lateral
faces 3,4 of the profile bar 1. In the present case, the
wedge shaped piece 2 is cut from the extruded profile
bar 1 along a plane that is orthogonal relative to the lon-
gitudinal direction l of the profile 1. Said angle (alfa) is
preferably less than 45 degrees, more preferably be-
tween 2 and 30 degrees, more preferably between 2 and
20 degrees, most preferably between 3 and 15 degrees.
It results, that the wedge shaped piece 2 cut from an end
of the extruded profile piece comprises on opposite sides
a first wedge face 3 and a second wedge face 4 which
are planar and at said acute angle (alfa) relative to each
other. With this angle, the wedge shaped piece 2 is well
suitable for serving as a compression member of a hoist-
ing device. In the preferred embodiment, one of said pla-
nar lateral faces 3,4 of the profile bar 1 has an uneven
surface pattern P. Said uneven surface pattern P com-
prises elongated ridges and valleys between the ridges,
which ridges and valleys extend in the longitudinal direc-
tion of the extruded profile bar 1, wherein the length di-
rection is the extrusion direction. The uneven surface pat-
tern P in this case is a knurling -pattern. The surface
pattern P could alternatively be a toothing -pattern or a
polyvee -pattern matching with the outer shape of the
rope R.
[0049] Using extrusion, it is provided that one of the
planar lateral faces 3,4 of the profile bar 1 can be given
an uneven surface pattern P simply and without exten-
sive machining. It results, that one 3 of the wedge faces
3,4 of the wedge shaped piece 2 cut from an end of the
extruded profile piece 1 also has an uneven surface pat-
tern P. Thus, also the wedge shaped piece 2 can be
made to have an uneven surface pattern P simply and
without extensive machining. The first wedge face 3 of
the wedge shaped piece 2 is a face for being placed
against a rope R and the second wedge face 4 is a face
for being placed against an inner wall of a tapered nest
N to slide against it for enabling wedging. The first wedge
face 3 of the wedge shaped piece 2 cut the extruded
profile piece 1 has preferably an uneven surface pattern
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as disclosed. The second wedge face 4 is preferably
smooth as disclosed, because thus it can slide without
obstructions against another surface. Said wedge face
3 being in the preferred embodiment planar, albeit is can
comprise an uneven surface pattern P, provides that it
can simply exert compression force on a rope R without
bending it into a curved form. Owing to the planar con-
struction, a wide contact area and thereby a gentle grip-
ping can be established between the rope R and the
wedge shaped piece. The rope R is thus also maintained
straight. Planar construction is particularly advantageous
if the rope is coated and thereby unable to withstand great
point loads, but also if the load bearing members are
brittle and thereby sensitive to bending and high point
loads as well.
[0050] In the foregoing, the wedge shaped piece is to
have an uneven surface pattern. However, the described
manufacturing can of course be utilized also if uneven
surface patterns are not to be used, in which case the
planar lateral faces 3,4 of the profile bar can be shaped
smooth so as to achieve smooth wedge faces 3,4 for the
wedge shaped piece 2.
[0051] As mentioned, the method comprises a step
300 of providing a rope terminal frame. A preferred con-
struction for the rope terminal frame F is illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4, wherein the rope terminal frame F com-
prises a tapering nest N suitable for accommodating an
end E of a rope R and said wedge shaped piece 2. After
this, the method comprises a step 400 of mounting the
wedge shaped piece 2 in the tapering nest N of the rope
terminal frame F, in particular such that it is movable in
the tapering nest N to wedge between a wall W of the
tapering nest N and an end E of a rope R placed into the
tapering nest to compress the end of the rope so as to
lock the end of the rope immovably into the nest relative
to the rope terminal frame. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the
details of the solution in a state where the rope end E
has been mounted in the tapered nest N, and wedged
immovably using the wedge shaped piece 2. The taper-
ing nest N tapers towards an opening O through which
the rope R can pass. In the mounting 400 the end E of
the rope R is arranged to pass through said opening O.
[0052] Figures 5 to 7 illustrate preferred details for the
steps 100 and 200 of the above described method, in
accordance with a second embodiment. In this case, a
profile bar 11a illustrated in Figure 5 is extruded, and
thereafter a wedge shaped piece 12a is cut from the ex-
truded profile bar 11a which wedge shaped piece 12a
forms a wedge shaped compression member of the rope
terminal equipment to be wedged to compress an end of
a rope R. The cutting line is presented in the Figure. The
profile bar 11a can have any length, but preferably it is
long enough that several wedge shaped pieces 12a can
be cut therefrom. The extruded profile bar 11a has a
cross-section constant along the longitudinal direction of
the extruded profile bar, wherein the length direction l is
the extrusion direction. Additionally, a second profile bar
11b illustrated in Figure 6 is extruded which second pro-

file bar 11b has a second wedge-shaped cross-section,
wherein said wedge-shaped cross-sections are joinable
together such that they together form a larger wedge-
shaped cross-section. Thereafter, the second wedge
shaped piece 12b is cut from the extruded profile bar 11b
which wedge shaped piece 12b forms a second wedge
shaped compression member of the rope terminal equip-
ment to be wedged to compress an end of a rope R. The
cutting line is presented in the Figure. The profile bar 11b
can have any length, but preferably it is long enough that
several wedge shaped pieces 12b can be cut therefrom.
After the wedge shaped pieces 12a,12b are cut, a wedge
shaped piece 12a from the first profile bar 11a is joined
with a wedge shaped piece 12b from the second profile
bar 11b such that they together form a larger wedge
shaped piece. Thereby these wedge shaped compres-
sion members together form a larger two-part compres-
sion member. In the preferred embodiment, said wedge-
shaped cross-sections form a pair of male and female
-shapes that are joinable together by shape locking.
[0053] Each said wedge shaped pieces 12a,12b can
be manufactured correspondingly as described above in
context of Figure 2. Accordingly, in said extruding 100,
each said profile bar 11a,11b is extruded to have a
wedge-shaped cross-section, and in said cutting the
wedge shaped piece 12a,12b is cut from an end of the
extruded profile bar 11a,11b. Accordingly, in said extrud-
ing 100, each said profile bar 11a,11b is extruded to com-
prise on opposite sides a first lateral face 13a,13b and a
second lateral face 14a,14b, i.e. faces that face in trans-
verse direction of the profile bar 1. The first lateral face
13a,13b and the second lateral face 14a,14b are planar
and at an acute angle (alfa) relative to each other.
[0054] In said cutting 200, each wedge shaped piece
12a,12b is cut from the extruded profile bar 11a,11b such
that the wedge faces 13a, 14a ; 13b,14b of the wedge
shaped piece 12a,12b are sections of planar lateral faces
13a, 14a ; 13b,14b of the profile bar 11a,11b. In the
present case, the wedge shaped piece 12a,12b is cut
from the extruded profile bar 11a,11b along a plane that
is orthogonal relative to the longitudinal direction l of the
profile bar 11a,11b. Said angle (alfa) is preferably less
than 45 degrees, more preferably between 2 and 30 de-
grees, more preferably between 2 and 20 degrees, most
preferably between 3 and 15 degrees. It results, that the
wedge shaped piece 12a,12b cut from an end of the ex-
truded profile piece comprises on opposite sides a first
wedge face 13a,13b and a second wedge face 14a,14b
which are planar and at said acute angle (alfa) relative
to each other. With this angle, the wedge shaped piece
12a,12b is well suitable for serving as a compression
member of a hoisting device. In the preferred embodi-
ment, one of said planar lateral faces 13a, 14a ; 13b,14b
of the profile bar 11a,11b has an uneven surface pattern
P. Said uneven surface pattern P comprises elongated
ridges and valleys between the ridges, which ridges and
valleys extend in the longitudinal direction of the extruded
profile bar 11a,11b, wherein the length direction is the
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extrusion direction. The uneven surface pattern P in this
case is a knurling -pattern. The surface pattern P could
alternatively be a toothing -pattern or a polyvee - pattern
matching with the outer shape of the rope R.
[0055] Using extrusion, it is provided that one of the
planar lateral faces 13a, 14a ; 13b,14b of each profile
bar 11a,11b can be given an uneven surface pattern P
simply and without extensive machining. It results, that
one 13a,13b of the wedge faces 13a, 14a ; 13b,14b of
the wedge shaped piece 12a,12b cut from an end of the
extruded profile bar 11a,11b also has an uneven surface
pattern P. Thus, also the wedge shaped piece 2 can be
made to have an uneven surface pattern P simply and
without extensive machining. The first wedge face
13a,13b of the wedge shaped piece 12a,12b is a face
for being placed against a rope R and the second wedge
face 14a,14b is a face for being placed against an inner
wall of a tapered nest N to slide against it for enabling
wedging. The first wedge face 13a,13b of the wedge
shaped piece 12a,12b cut the extruded profile bar
11a,11b has preferably an uneven surface pattern P as
disclosed. The second wedge face 14a,14b is preferably
smooth as disclosed, because thus it can slide without
obstructions against another surface. The first wedge
face 13a,13b being in the preferred embodiment planar,
albeit is can comprise an uneven surface pattern P, pro-
vides that it can simply exert compression force on a rope
R without bending it into a curved form. Owing to the
planar construction, a wide contact area and thereby a
gentle gripping can be established between the rope R
and each wedge shaped piece. The rope R is thus also
maintained straight. Planar construction is particularly
advantageous if the rope is coated and thereby unable
to withstand great point loads, but also if the load bearing
members are brittle and thereby sensitive to bending and
high point loads as well.
[0056] In the foregoing, each wedge shaped piece is
to have an uneven surface pattern. However, the de-
scribed manufacturing can of course be utilized also if
uneven surface patterns are not to be used, in which case
the planar lateral faces 13a,13;14a,14b of the profile can
be shaped smooth so as to achieve smooth wedge faces
13a,13;14a,14b for the wedge shaped pieces.
[0057] As mentioned, the method comprises a step
300 of providing a rope terminal frame. A preferred con-
struction for the rope terminal frame F is illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4, wherein the rope terminal frame F com-
prises a tapering nest N suitable for accommodating an
end E of a rope R and said wedge shaped pieces
12a,12b. After this, the method comprises a step 400 of
mounting each said wedge shaped piece 12a,12b in the
tapering nest N of the rope terminal frame F, in particular
such that it is movable in the tapering nest N to wedge
between a wall W of the tapering nest N and an end of
a rope R placed into the tapering nest to compress the
end of the rope so as to lock the end of the rope immov-
ably into the nest relative to the rope terminal frame. Fig-
ures 3 and 4 illustrate the details of the solution with the

wedge shaped piece 2 of the first embodiment. In the
second embodiment, the construction is otherwise sim-
ilar but the wedge shaped piece 2 is replaced with the
wedged shaped pieces 12a,12b joined as illustrated in
Figure 7. In the second embodiment, in said mounting
400, the wedge shaped pieces 12a,12b are mounted in
the tapering nest N of the rope terminal frame F such that
they are movable as one unit in the tapering nest N to
wedge between a wall W of the tapering nest N and an
end of a rope R placed into the tapering nest to compress
the end of the rope so as to lock the end of the rope
immovably into the nest relative to the rope terminal
frame F.
[0058] Figure 8 illustrates preferred details for the
steps 100 and 200 of the above described method, in
accordance with a third embodiment. In this embodiment,
a profile bar 21 is extruded, and thereafter a wedge
shaped piece 22 is cut from the extruded profile bar 21
for forming a wedge shaped compression member of the
rope terminal equipment to be wedged to compress an
end E of a rope R. The extruded profile bar 21 has a
cross-section constant along the longitudinal direction of
the extruded profile bar, wherein the length direction l is
the extrusion direction. The profile bar 21 can have any
length. In this case, in said extruding 100 a profile bar 21
is extruded, which profile bar 21 comprises on opposite
sides a lateral face 23a,23b suitable for forming a face
of the wedge shaped piece 22a,22b to be placed against
a rope R. Each said lateral face 23a,23b is in the preferred
embodiment planar, whereby it can simply exert com-
pression force on a rope R without bending it into a curved
form. After the extruding 100 the cutting 200 is performed
wherein two wedge shaped pieces 22a,22b for forming
a wedge shaped compression member to be wedged to
compress an end of a rope are cut from the extruded
profile bar 21. The cutting line is presented in the Figure
8. The extruded profile bar 21 has a cross-section con-
stant along the longitudinal direction of the extruded pro-
file bar, wherein the length direction is the extrusion di-
rection. In the cutting 200 the extruded profile bar 21 is
cut in cross-direction of the profile 21 along a plane that
extends diagonally relative to the longitudinal direction l
of the profile bar 21, thereby splitting the extruded profile
bar 21 in two wedge shaped pieces 22a,22b. In said cut-
ting 200, the wedge shaped pieces 22a,22b are cut from
the extruded profile bar 21 such that a wedge face 23a,
23b of each wedge shaped piece 22a,22b is a section of
a planar lateral face 23a,23b of the profile bar 21. The
lateral planar faces 23a,23b are parallel, whereby two at
least substantially similar wedge shaped pieces 22a,22b
can be simply cut with one diagonal cut.
[0059] It is preferable, although not necessary, that one
or both of said lateral faces 23a,23b of the profile bar 21
has an uneven surface pattern P comprising elongated
ridges and valleys between the ridges. In the illustrated
embodiment, the uneven surface pattern P is a knurling
-pattern. The ridges and valleys preferably extend in the
longitudinal direction of the extruded profile bar 21,
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wherein the length direction is the extrusion direction.
Hereby, it is provided that the profile bar 21 can be given
by extrusion an uneven surface pattern simply and with-
out extensive machining. The surface pattern P could
alternatively be a polyvee -pattern matching with the out-
er shape of the rope R.
[0060] Each wedge shaped piece 22a,22b comprises
on opposite sides a first planar wedge face 23a,23b and
a second planar wedge face 24a,24b, which are an acute
angle (alfa) relative to each other. The angle is preferably
less than 45 degrees, more preferably between 2 and 30
degrees, more preferably between 2 and 20 degrees,
most preferably between 3 and 15 degrees. Thus, the
wedge shaped piece 12a,12b is well suitable for serving
as a compression member of a hoisting device.
[0061] The first wedge face 23a,23b of the wedge
shaped piece 22a,22b is preferably a face for being
placed against a rope R and the second lateral face
24a,24b is a face for being placed against an inner wall
of a tapered nest N to slide against it for enabling wedg-
ing. The first lateral face 23a,23b of the wedge shaped
piece 22a,22b cut the extruded profile piece, being in this
case intended to be set against the rope R, is provided
with an uneven surface pattern P as disclosed. The sec-
ond lateral face 24a,24b is preferably smooth as dis-
closed, because thus it can slide without obstructions
against another surface.
[0062] In the foregoing, the wedge shaped pieces
22a,22b are meant to have an uneven surface pattern.
However, the described manufacturing can of course be
utilized also if uneven surface patterns are not to be used,
in which case the planar lateral faces 23a,23b of the pro-
file bar 21 can be shaped smooth so as to achieve smooth
wedge faces 23a,23b for the wedge shaped pieces
22a,22b.
[0063] As mentioned, the method further comprises a
step 300 of providing a rope terminal frame. A preferred
construction for the rope terminal frame F is illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4, wherein the rope terminal frame F com-
prises a tapering nest N suitable for accommodating an
end E of a rope R and said wedge shaped piece 22 .
After this, the method comprises a step 400 of mounting
each said wedge shaped piece 22 in the tapering nest N
of the rope terminal frame F, in particular such that it is
movable in the tapering nest N to wedge between a wall
W of the tapering nest N and an end of a rope R placed
into the tapering nest to compress the end of the rope so
as to lock the end of the rope immovably into the nest
relative to the rope terminal frame F. Figures 3 and 4
illustrate the details of the solution with the wedge shaped
piece 2 of the first embodiment. In the second embodi-
ment, the construction is otherwise similar but each
wedge shaped piece 2 is replaced with a wedged shaped
piece 22a,22b illustrated in Figure 8.
[0064] An embodiment of the method for manufactur-
ing a rope terminal arrangement A of a hoisting device
comprises manufacturing a rope terminal equipment of
a hoisting device as described above, preferably in ac-

cordance with the first, second or third embodiment. The
method comprises extruding 100 a profile bar
1;11a,11b;21, and thereafter cutting 200 a wedge shaped
piece 2;12a,12b;22a,22b from the extruded profile bar
1;11a,11b;21 for forming a wedge shaped compression
member to be wedged to compress an end of a rope.
The method further comprises providing 300 a rope ter-
minal frame F comprising a tapering nest N suitable for
accommodating an end E of a rope R and said wedge
shaped piece 2;12a,12b; 22a,22b. The method further
comprises mounting 400 the wedge shaped piece
2;12a,12b; 22a,22b and an end E of a rope R into the
tapering nest N of the rope terminal frame F, and there-
after wedging the wedge shaped piece 2;12a,12b;
22a,22b in the tapering nest N between a wall W of the
tapering nest N and the end E of the rope R to compress
the end E of the rope R such that the end E of the rope
R is locked into the tapering nest N immovably relative
to the rope terminal frame F. The tapering nest N tapers
towards an opening O through which the rope R can pass.
In the mounting 400 the end E of the rope R is arranged
to pass through said opening O. In said wedging, the
wedge shaped piece 2;12a,12b; 22a,22b and the rope
end E are wedged in the nest N such that they are im-
movable relative to the wedge frame F towards said
opening O. Figure illustrates a rope terminal arrangement
A of a hoisting device manufactured by this method.
[0065] In the preferred embodiment, in said mounting,
the end E of a rope R and said wedge shaped piece
2;12a,12b;22a,22b are mounted into the tapering nest N
of the rope terminal frame F such that a face
3;13a,13b;23a,23b of the wedge shaped piece
2;12a,12b; 22a,22b is placed against the end E of the
rope R. Thus, it can be the component by which the rope
R is directly engaged. The face 3;13a,13b;23a,23b of the
wedge shaped piece 2;12a,12b;22a,22b placed against
the rope R is planar whereby it can simply exert com-
pression force on a rope R without bending it into a curved
form.
[0066] In the preferred embodiment, the face
3;13a,13b;23a,23b placed against a rope R is provided
with an uneven surface pattern P. The uneven surface
pattern P is a toothing or a polyvee or a knurling -pattern
or some other pattern comprising elongated ridges and
valleys between the ridges. In the preferred embodiment,
the face 3;13a,13b;23a,23b of the wedge shaped piece
2;12a,12b;22a,22b placed against a rope R is a section
of the aforementioned lateral face 3;13a,13b;23a,23b of
the profile bar 1;11a,11b;21.
[0067] To make the arrangement A suitable for carry-
ing a load, the method comprises mounting the rope ter-
minal frame F on a fixing base 50,60,70. The hoisting
device being an elevator, said fixing base 50,60,70 is an
elevator car, a counterweight or a stationary structure 70
of the building wherein the elevator is installed.
[0068] Figures 9 and 10 illustrate preferred embodi-
ments of the elevator utilizing the rope terminal equipe-
ment and the rope terminal arrangement A described
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above. The elevator comprises a hoistway H and elevator
units 50,60 vertically movable in the hoistway H. The el-
evator units 50,60 include in this case an elevator car 50
and a counterweight 60. In both embodiments, the ele-
vator further comprises one or more ropes R, each being
connected with said elevator units 50, 60 and having two
ends, each end being fixed to a fixing base 50,60,70.
Each said rope R suspends the elevator units 50,60
whereto it is connected. Accordingly, the rope R is in this
case a suspension rope R of the elevator. Each of said
rope ends are fixed with a rope terminal arrangement A
to its fixing base 50,60,70. The rope terminal arrange-
ment A is as described elsewhere in the application. The
illustrated elevators differ from each other in terms of
their suspension ratios, i.e. how the ropes R have been
connected with the elevator units 50,60. In the embodi-
ment of Figure 9, the fixing base is for one end of the
rope R the elevator unit 50, and for the other end the
elevator unit 60. In the embodiment of Figure 10, on the
other hand, the fixing base is for both ends of the rope
R a stationary structure 70 of the building wherein the
elevator is installed.
[0069] The elevators illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 are
more specifically such that each of them comprises one
or more upper rope wheels 80,81 mounted higher than
the car 50 and the counterweight 60, in this case partic-
ularly in proximity of the upper end of the hoistway H. In
this case there are two of said rope wheels 80,81 but the
elevator could be implemented also with some other
number of rope wheels. Each of said one or more ropes
R pass around said one or more rope wheels 80,81
mounted in proximity of the upper end of the hoistway H.
In this case the one or more rope wheels 80,81 are mount-
ed inside the upper end of the hoistway H, but alterna-
tively they could be mounted inside a space beside or
above the upper end of the hoistway H. Said one or more
rope wheels 80,81 comprise a drive wheel 80 engaging
said one or more hoisting ropes R, and the elevator com-
prises a motor M for rotating the drive wheel 80. The
elevator car 50 can be moved by rotating the drive wheel
80 engaging each of said ropes R. The elevator further
comprises an elevator control unit 90 for automatically
controlling rotation of the motor M, whereby the move-
ment of the car 50 is also made automatically controlla-
ble. Each of said one or more ropes R is preferably belt-
shaped and passes around the one or more rope wheels
80,81 turning around an axis extending in width direction
w of the rope R, the wide side thereof, i.e. the side facing
in thickness direction t of the rope R, resting against the
one or more rope wheels 80,81.
[0070] Figure 11 illustrates a preferred structure of the
rope R. The rope R is belt-shaped. It is substantially larger
in its width direction w than in its thickness direction t.
The rope has two opposite planar sides S1,S2 facing in
thickness direction t of the rope R. This provides that the
rope R can be fixed firmly also without bending it, which
would be disadvantageous if the rope has rigid and/or
brittle elements. It is not necessary, but it is preferable,

that the width/thickness ratio of the rope R is high, pref-
erably at least 2 more preferably at least 4, or even more.
In this way a large gripping area as well as a large cross-
sectional area for the rope R is achieved. The bending
capacity around the width-directional axis being favora-
ble also with rigid materials of the load bearing member,
such as composite material. Owing to the wide shape,
the rope R suits very well to be used in hoisting applianc-
es, in particular in elevators, wherein the rope R needs
to be guided around rope wheels. As above mentioned,
the rope R comprises one or more elongated load bearing
members 5, which are embedded in a coating 6 forming
the outer surface of the rope R and extend parallel to the
longitudinal direction l of the rope R unbroken throughout
the length of the rope R. It is preferable that each load
bearing member 5 is shaped wide, as illustrated. Accord-
ingly, each of said one or more load bearing members 5
is preferably larger in its width direction w than in its thick-
ness direction t of the rope R. Particularly, the width/thick-
ness ratio of each of said one or more load bearing mem-
bers 5 is then preferably more than 2. Thereby, the bend-
ing resistance of the rope R is small but the load bearing
total cross sectional area is vast with minimal non-bear-
ing areas.
[0071] The coating 6 is preferably made of polymer
material. With the coating 6, the rope R is provided with
a surface via which the rope R can effectively engage
frictionally with a drive wheel of an elevator, for instance.
Also, hereby the friction properties and/or other surface
properties of the rope are adjustable, independently of
the load bearing function, such that the rope perform
wells in the intended use, for instance in terms of traction
for transmitting force in longitudinal direction of the rope
so as to move the rope with a drive wheel. Furthermore,
the load bearing members 5 embedded therein are thus
provided with protection. The coating 6 is preferably elas-
tic. Elastic polymer material, for example polyurethane
provides the rope R the desired frictional properties sim-
ply, good wear resistance as well as efficient protection
for the load bearing members 5. Polyurethane is in gen-
eral well suitable for elevator use, but also materials such
as rubber or silicon or equivalent elastic materials are
suitable for the material of the coating 6. In the embodi-
ment illustrated in Figure 1, there are plurality of the load
bearing members 5, which are adjacent each other in
width direction w of the rope R. In the present case, there
are particularly four of said load bearing members 2 em-
bedded adjacently in said coating 6, but the rope R could
alternatively any other number of load bearing members
5. The rope R could also be made to have only one load
bearing member 5 or plurality of load bearing members
5 stacked in thickness direction t, for instance.
[0072] Said one or more load bearing members 5 is/are
preferably, but not necessarily, made of composite ma-
terial comprising reinforcing fibers f embedded in polymer
matrix m, said reinforcing fibers preferably being carbon
fibers. With this kind of structure, the rope R has espe-
cially advantageous properties in elevator use, such as
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light weight and good tensile stiffness in longitudinal di-
rection. The load bearing members of this kind are being
relatively brittle, e.g. when compared to steel, and prefer
gentle fixing. For this reason, the rope terminal equip-
ment/arrangement, as presented, are particularly advan-
tageous in fixing of the rope R. Also, the coating 6 can
be safely made of polymer material.
[0073] Figure 12 illustrates a preferred inner structure
for said load bearing member 5, showing inside the circle
an enlarged view of the cross section of the load bearing
member 5 close to the surface thereof, as viewed in the
longitudinal direction l of the load bearing member 5. The
parts of the load bearing member 5 not showed in Figure
12 have a similar structure. Figure 13 illustrates the load
bearing member 5 three dimensionally. The load bearing
member 2 is made of composite material comprising re-
inforcing fibers f embedded in polymer matrix m. The
reinforcing fibers f are more specifically distributed evenly
in polymer matrix m and bound to each other by the pol-
ymer matrix m. This has been done e.g. in the manufac-
turing phase by immersing them together in the fluid ma-
terial of the polymer matrix which is thereafter solidified.
The load bearing member 5 formed is a solid elongated
rod-like one-piece structure. Said reinforcing fibers f are
most preferably carbon fibers, but alternatively they can
be glass fibers, or possibly some other fibers. Preferably,
the reinforcing fibers f of each load bearing member 5
are parallel with the longitudinal direction of the load bear-
ing member 5. Thereby, the fibers f are also parallel with
the longitudinal direction of the rope R as each load bear-
ing member 5 is oriented parallel with the longitudinal
direction of the rope R. This is advantageous for the ri-
gidity as well as behavior in bending. Owing to the parallel
structure, the fibers in the rope R will be aligned with the
force when the rope R is pulled, which ensures that the
structure provides high tensile stiffness. The fibers f used
in the preferred embodiments are accordingly substan-
tially untwisted in relation to each other, which provides
them said orientation parallel with the longitudinal direc-
tion of the rope R. This is in contrast to the conventionally
twisted elevator ropes, where the wires or fibers are
strongly twisted and have normally a twisting angle from
15 up to 40 degrees, the fiber/wire bundles of these con-
ventionally twisted elevator ropes thereby having the po-
tential for transforming towards a straighter configuration
under tension, which provides these ropes a high elon-
gation under tension as well as leads to an unintegral
structure. The reinforcing fibers f are preferably long con-
tinuous fibers in the longitudinal direction of the load bear-
ing member 5, preferably continuing for the whole length
of the load bearing member 5.
[0074] The composite matrix m, into which the individ-
ual fibers f are distributed, is most preferably made of
epoxy, which has good adhesiveness to the reinforce-
ment fibers f and which is known to behave advanta-
geously with reinforcing fibers such as carbon fiber par-
ticularly. Alternatively, e.g. polyester or vinyl ester can
be used, but any other suitable alternative materials can

be used.
[0075] The matrix m of the load bearing member 5 is
most preferably hard in its material properties. A hard
matrix m helps to support the reinforcing fibers f, espe-
cially when the rope bends, preventing buckling of the
reinforcing fibers f of the bent rope, because the hard
material supports the fibers f efficiently. The most pre-
ferred materials for the matrix are epoxy resin, polyester,
phenolic plastic or vinyl ester. The polymer matrix m is
preferably so hard that its module of elasticity (E) is over
2 GPa, most preferably over 2.5 GPa. In this case the
module of elasticity E is preferably in the range 2.5-10
GPa, most preferably in the range 2.5-4.5 GPa. There
are commercially available various material alternatives
for the matrix m which can provide these material prop-
erties. However, the polymer matrix need not be this hard
necessarily, e.g. if the downsides of a softer material are
deemed acceptable or irrelevant for the intended use. In
that case, the polymer matrix m can be made of elastomer
material such as polyurethane or rubber for instance
Preferably over 50% proportion of the surface area of the
cross-section of the load bearing member 2 is of the
aforementioned reinforcing fiber, preferably such that
50%-80% proportion is of the aforementioned reinforcing
fiber, more preferably such that 55%-70% proportion is
of the aforementioned reinforcing fiber, and substantially
all the remaining surface area is of polymer matrix m.
Most preferably, this is carried out such that approx. 60%
of the surface area is of reinforcing fiber and approx. 40%
is of matrix material (preferably epoxy material). In this
way a good longitudinal stiffness for the load bearing
member 2 is achieved. As mentioned carbon fiber is the
most preferred fiber to be used as said reinforcing fiber
due to its excellent properties in hoisting appliances, par-
ticularly in elevators. However, this is not necessary as
alternative fibers could be used, such as glass fiber,
which has been found to be suitable for the hoisting ropes
as well. The load bearing members 5 are preferably each
completely non-metallic, i.e. made not to comprise metal.
[0076] In the illustrated embodiments, the load bearing
members 5 are substantially rectangular and larger in
width direction than thickness direction. However, this is
not necessary as alternative shapes could be used. Like-
wise, it is not necessary that the number of the load bear-
ing members is four which is used for the purpose of the
example. The number of the load bearing members 5
can be greater or smaller. The number can be one, two
or three for instance, in which cases it may be preferably
to shape it/them wider than what is shown in Figures.
[0077] In the preferred embodiments, an advanta-
geous structure for the rope R has been disclosed. How-
ever, the invention can be utilized with also other kind of
ropes such as with other kinds of belt-shaped ropes hav-
ing different materials. Also, the outer shape of the rope
R could be contoured otherwise than disclosed, such as
to have a polyvee shape or toothed shape. In the illus-
trated examples, the rope is smooth and shaped without
uneven surface pattern such as a polyvee pattern or a
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tooth pattern. However, this is not necessary as the rope
could alternatively be provided with an uneven surface
pattern such as a polyvee pattern or a tooth pattern. In
this case, the compression members can also be provid-
ed with an uneven surface pattern forming a counterpart
for the uneven surface pattern of the rope.
[0078] It is preferable, although not necessary, that in
said extruding the profile bar 1;11a,11b;21 is extruded
of metal material. Preferably, the material is more spe-
cifically aluminum or aluminum alloy, which does not cor-
rode easily and can provide low friction with frame parts
without complicated measures. Alternatively, in said ex-
truding the profile bar could be extruded of polymer ma-
terial.
[0079] In the illustrated solutions two of said wedge
shaped pieces are configured to receive the rope end E
between them. In the above, manufacturing and mount-
ing of wedge shaped pieces on one side of the rope has
been described. The method may comprise providing a
wedge shaped piece also on the opposite side, preferably
in the corresponding manner as above described, and
mounting it in the tapering nest N of the rope terminal
frame F on an opposite side of the rope than the afore-
mentioned wedge shaped piece, in particular such that
it is movable in the tapering nest N to wedge between a
wall W of the tapering nest N and an end of a rope R
placed into the tapering nest, to compress the end of the
rope so as to lock the end of the rope immovably into the
nest relative to the rope terminal frame. Using two wedge
shaped pieces configured to receive the rope end E be-
tween them is, however, not necessary as the solution
could alternatively have a wedge shaped piece on only
one side of the rope R like in US2014/0182975A1. In this
case, a wall of the frame F could be adapted to give re-
action force for achieving proper compression, for in-
stance.
[0080] It is to be understood that the above description
and the accompanying Figures are only intended to teach
the best way known to the inventors to make and use the
invention. It will be apparent to a person skilled in the art
that the inventive concept can be implemented in various
ways. The above-described embodiments of the inven-
tion may thus be modified or varied, without departing
from the invention, as appreciated by those skilled in the
art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be
understood that the invention and its embodiments are
not limited to the examples described above but may vary
within the scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A method for manufacturing a rope terminal equip-
ment of a hoisting device, comprising
extruding (100) a profile bar (1;11a,11b;21); and
cutting (200) a wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) from the extruded profile bar
(1;11a,11b;21) ; and

providing (300) a rope terminal frame (F) comprising
a tapering nest (N) suitable for accommodating an
end (E) of a rope (R) and said wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the method
further comprises mounting (400) the wedge shaped
piece (2;12a,12b;22a,22b) in the tapering nest (N)
of the rope terminal frame (F).

3. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein in said extruding (100) the profile bar
(1;11a,11b;21) is extruded of aluminum or aluminum
alloy.

4. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) comprises on opposite sides a
first wedge face (3;13a,13b;23a,23b) and a second
wedge face (4;14a,14b;24a,24b) which are planar
and at an acute angle (alfa) relative to each other.

5. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein at least one wedge face
(3;13a,13b;23a,23b) of the wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) has an uneven surface pattern
(P), said uneven surface pattern (P) preferably com-
prising elongated ridges and valleys between the
ridges.

6. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein said profile bar (1;11a,11b;21) comprises
one or more planar lateral faces (3;13a,13b;
23a,23b).

7. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) is cut from the extruded profile
bar (1;11a,11b;21) such that at least one wedge face
(3;13a,13b;23a,23b) of the wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) is a section of a planar lateral
face (3;13a,13b;23a,23b) of the profile bar
(1;11a,11b;21).

8. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein at least one planar lateral face
(3;13a,13b;23a,23b) of the profile bar
(1;11a,11b;21) has an uneven surface pattern (P),
said uneven surface pattern (P) preferably compris-
ing elongated ridges and valleys between the ridges,
which ridges and valleys extend in the longitudinal
direction of the extruded profile bar (1;11a,11b;21).

9. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein said profile bar (1;11a,11b) has a wedge-
shaped cross-section, and in said cutting the wedge
shaped piece (2;12a,12b) is cut from an end of the
extruded profile bar (1;11a,11b).
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10. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein said profile bar (1;11a,11b) has a wedge-
shaped cross-section, and in said cutting the wedge
shaped piece (2;12a,12b) is cut from the extruded
profile bar (1;11a,11b) along a plane that is at least
substantially orthogonal relative to the longitudinal
direction (1) of the profile bar (1;11a,11b).

11. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein said profile bar (11a) has a wedge-shaped
cross-section and the method further comprises ex-
truding a second profile bar (11b) which second pro-
file bar (11b) has a second wedge-shaped cross-
section, wherein said wedge-shaped cross-sections
are joinable together such that they together form a
larger wedge-shaped cross-section; and said cutting
(200) comprises cutting a wedge shaped piece
(12a,12b) from each extruded profile bar (11a,11b);
and the method comprises joining a wedge shaped
piece (12a) from the first profile bar (11a) with a
wedge shaped piece (12b) from the second profile
bar (11b) such that they together form a larger wedge
shaped piece.

12. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein in said cutting the extruded profile bar (21)
is cut in cross-direction of the profile (21) along a
plane that extends diagonally relative to the longitu-
dinal direction (1) of the profile bar (21), thereby split-
ting the extruded profile bar (21) in two wedge
shaped pieces (22).

13. A method for manufacturing a rope terminal arrange-
ment (A) of a hoisting device comprising
manufacturing a rope terminal equipment of a hoist-
ing device as defined in any of the preceding claims,
mounting (400) said wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) and an end (E) of a rope (R)
into the tapering nest (N) of the rope terminal frame
(F);
wedging the wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) in the tapering nest (N) to com-
press the end (E) of the rope (R) for locking the end
(E) of the rope (R) into the tapering nest (N) immov-
ably relative to the rope terminal frame (F).

14. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein in said mounting, the end (E) of a rope (R)
and said wedge shaped piece (2;12a,12b;22a,22b)
are mounted into the tapering nest (N) of the rope
terminal frame (F) such that a planar wedge face
(3;13a,13b;23a,23b) of the wedge shaped piece
(2;12a,12b;22a,22b) is placed against the end (E) of
the rope (R).

15. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the wedge face (3;13a,13b;23a,23b) of the
wedge shaped piece (2;12a,12b;22a,22b) placed

against a rope (R) is a section of a lateral face
(3;13a,13b;23a,23b) of the profile bar
(1;11a,11b;21).

16. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein, the rope (R) comprises one or more elon-
gated load bearing members (2) embedded in a coat-
ing (3) forming the outer surface of the rope (R) and
extending parallel with the longitudinal direction (1)
of the rope (R) unbroken throughout the length of
the rope (R), which load bearing members (2) are
made of composite material comprising reinforcing
fibers (f) embedded in polymer matrix (m), said re-
inforcing fibers (f) preferably being carbon fibers.

17. An elevator, which comprises a rope terminal ar-
rangement (A) obtained with a method defined in
any of the preceding claims, the rope terminal ar-
rangement (A) fixing an end (E) of a rope (R) of the
elevator to a fixing base (50,60,70).
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